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NOTE

Estab. 1872

New Vol. I.

TRAINMEN'S BALL WAS
!1

THE USUAL SUCCESS
-

-

,

The type used in this heading is from Jhe old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and

the Raton Range.
ball at
The annual Fireman's
Raton, the St. Patrick's day event, is
the big social event for the railroad
people and hundreds of other amuse- ' meat lovers for more than a huüdred
miles in every direction. Hillside
Lodge No. 295 invariably entertains
the visitors to the city in a royal manner on this occasion, and the twelfth
annual ball held on Monday night was
the usual successful event.
The attendaoce was probably not
as large as that of some of the dances
in past years, but there was the sarre
old swing, the cordial, jolly, fellow
feeling which always characterizes
The music was
these gatherings.
furnished by Miller's orchestra, of
Raton, and was exceptionally good.
The hall was tastefully decorated in
patriotic colors commemorative of the
day, aod the insignia and emblems of
the order of B. L. of F. and E. Ber- Hall is probably the largest
, ringer
dancing floor in the entire southwest,
and the jolly crowd present taxed the
capacity of the room.
j
The programs were printed in the
form of a time table, superseding No.
11, dated Mar. 19, 190fi, and coutained
so many numbers that Supt. Kurn
had to take a hand in calling trainmen himself, for Tuebday morning
business. Id fact the occasion of the
Annual Bull usually puts Santa Fe
freight service out of business for a
day out of every year, but the Santa
Fe can afford it and the boys and
their ladies deserve the pleasure it
furnishes.
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NO. 11
DENVER FREIGHT

MOST VVONDERrUL COAL RESOURC tS IN' THE
WORLD BEING DEVELOPED IN

FINITY

SERVICE E0R RATON

OF CIMARRON

A St. Louis
Story of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Company's Vast Holdings Untold Millions of
Tons of Valuable Coal Surrounded by the Grandest Scenery
in the World The American Alps.
Post-Dispat- ch

The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Railway announce that arrangements have been completed,
effective March 19tb, whereby local
freight from Denver will be loaded in
a solid Raton car, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday of each we?k. This
arrangement will expedite the movement of small freight shipments to
Raton, as it will eliminate the uecssi- ty of transfer en route. Shipment? for
other points beyond Raton, such as
Koehler, Cimarron, Ute Park, etc.
will for the time being, be loaded iu
the Raton car and ivill necessi'aie but
one transfer between Denver and destination. Inasmuch as much of the
dehy to freight is caused by transferring some at junction poiots.the above
arrangements" will be of decided advantage to Riton merchants and other consi 'nnes, as the scheduled time
of this car from Denver to Raton is
thirty five hours. An added advantage
secured to shippers by this arrangement, is the fact that shortages now
common in freight shipment, will ba
eliminated, all shipments will come
through in solid cars. Ihis advantage
wil: be recognized by sfrppers.
Pacific

St. Louis
the promoters of the properties ex- ler and Gardiner over 400 coke ovens, velopment of the mines and in the
By the completion of the Swastika pect that they will be supplying fuel have been installed and are in course of
a few years its properties
Railroad in Northern New Mexico to the entire Southwestern country. operation. The company not only will be the greatest
coal producers in
this week four St. Louis men step Already great quantities of coke are owns the towns and railroads, but it the United States, if not in the world.
into a position to become the real coal shipped from the mines to Sin Diego, has erected churches and hired preach It would be imposs ble to
estimate the
barons of the United States.
The Cal., for export through that gateway. ers for ils employes,' built school amount of coal contained in the com
road was built by the St. Louis,
houses and hired teachets for their pany's possessions. The coal is taken
TO EXTEND THE ROAD.
Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway
children, and erected hospitals for the out by what is known as drift miniug.
to
The
tap
was
railroad
which
built
Co., a subsidiary corporation of the
We dig right intu the side of the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific the coal producing regions has its orinew
"Our
railroad,"
said
B.
Thomns
ou the veins of coal.
mountain
company which owns 522,000 acres of gin at Des Moines, a short distance Harlan, vije president, toa
This is the cheapest of all kn wn
lin-- ,
west
of
the
Oklahoma
boundary
lauds the largefit
raporter, "penetiates the heart methods of mining.
coal area uuder one management in where it niakus connection with the of one of the most wonderful aud ro"In the same section of the country
&
and
Colorado
extends
Southern
the world
mantic sections of the couut.7, con there are gret quantities of gold, sil
Ute
to
Raton
westward
and
Purk,
a
This coal district is three times the
uecting, I might say, the oldest and ver, iion and copper, and vast timber
size of the great Frick coal and coke distance of 10ri miles.
newest civilizations on the continent. resources. The work of developing
Plans are already under way to
mines ia Pennsylvania, and one and
This is the country that Coronado ex the properties began several years
times greater than the Penn- build the road to Tao, a distance of plored in 1542 aud we find the Pueblo ago aud it was found necessary to
FAIRBANKS TOR 1908
sylvania anthracite region, and five forty miles. The road will follow the Indians there today exactly as he de- build the railroad to get
an outlet fur
Santa Fe trail through
times the size of the Connellsville world-famescribed them nearly four ceuturies tba product of the mines. Already
basin, the greatest bituminous produc- the Cimarron canon the last puss ago.
Mr. Fairbanks' presidential boom is
300 f eight cars, six passenger cars
through the Rocky mountains that
ing district in the world.
quietly
but actively astir, aud is the
not
is
known
generally
that this and eight locomotives are iu opera"It
The principal owners of these coal will permit of the construction of a part of the country is a section of tion 011 the system
subject of growing comment. Everymines, which embrace an area of 800 trans continental railway. Years ago
what was ouce the Kingdom of New
This is one of the most remarkable body knows that Mr. Fairbanks is in
pquire miles, are Henry, Hugo and the chief engineer of the Santa Fe Spain tt?e only kingdom ever estab- - regions from a semic point of view iu the held, and not in a merely "receptMax Koehler and Thomas 13. Harlan, surveyed the route and proposed tint
lished in the preseut territory rf the, America. The Cimarron canon is 011 ive" and mildly deprecatory way, as
an attorney, of St. Louis. There has the road should occupy this pass, but United States. I do
not believe that of the grandeit in the world. It lacks some gentlemen iu reality quite us inbeen invested in the mines and rail- the plaus were changed in order to the Spaniards w ent so far as to crown the rugged and foreboding appearance dustrious as Mr. Fairbanks affect to
get to Santa Fe in time to save the
road properties an aggregate of
be.
a king and set him up as the ruler ofjof tbe canons of Coloraco, but
EOLSOM NEWS NOTES
While the development of bonuses, and the engineer resigned
But there is a mistaken notion that
province, which embraced the 'minds the traveler of the Alpino
the mineral and timber resources of his position rather than submit to the whole of New Mexico aud
Mr.
Fairbauks is busier than any
Ourro.-iof
circles
the
scenery.
of
base
rarls
has only started, the com- humiliation of haviug his pet scheme Texas and Arizona, but that was evi- - Mount Capulín, at the summit of other candidate stringing wires and
J, P. Odell is in Clayton as a juror the district
pany is already paying expenses and fail.
which is one of the most perfect vol laying plaus against the campaign of
dently their intention.
"this week.
Four mines are already in operation
more than the interest on the investcraters in America. Mount Caj 1908; and on that assumption it is
books
canic
is
keeping
Tabor
Clair
Miss
DEVELOPING THE MINES.
at the towns of Koehler, Van Houtec
ment.
argued that those men who iu the
for J. P. Odell.
(Continued on page 8 )
"The company is pushing the do
Within the course of a few years Brilliant and Blossburg. At Koeh- past have pursued the presidential
Mrs. Adainson's children are all
prize nnst actively have failed to
sick with scarlet fever.
Raton News Notes.
Death of Charles Van Wey
reach it.
MAGUIRE FATALLY
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Tabor are visitDEPUTY
Miss Katharine Peden has resigned
That is a superficial olwervation
From the Raton Range.
ing in Raton this week.
based, not on any principle of logic,
Bros.,
her
with
Cohn
position
has
aud
Mias Mattie Drew and her brother
The death of Charles Van Wey, of
DEFENSE moved to Koehler to live with her but on a few striking instances supWOUNDS MEXICAN IN
and Miss Trail are visiting friends in south Fourth street, was announced
porting it. But there are instances
Raton this week.
on Monday morning, and came as a
parents.
tbe other way; and the Washington
Mrs. Rook, Miss Lucy Creighton surprise to his many friends here.
He stood off tbe en
A bunch of about twenty Mexicans fire on Maguire
D. B. Cole, who has been employed Star, which believes that the dignified
and D. B. Wenger were guests at S. Mr. Van Wey was born at Chambars-burg- ,
crowd
for them- tire
some time, and finally at Cimarron by the Townsite com and substantial vice president's posi
for
lot
of
trouble
out
a
mapped
Sunday.
I Murray's
Pike county, Illinoins, March
in self depany has accepted a position with the tion and abilities warrant tbe quotaMr. Hill's wife and daughters are 5th, 1828. He served as a soldier in selves Saturday night and Sunday began shooting at them
a
One
fense.
the
shots,
of
chrge
of
here and they will keep boarders in the Mexican war, went to California over at Koehler, by trying to shoot up
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific tion his stock high up in tbe list,
from a shot gun, struck Tito Gomez,
a few of tbeni:
cites
building.
the Jarrell
in 1850, waa married to Miss Cassan- Bud Maguire, deputy sheriff at that
in the auditor's department.
Jackson reached tbe goal after one
Everette Young and family, of dra Dudley, of Cbambersburg, III., place. Early in the evening a party one of the Mexicans, in the abdomen,
fatally wounding him. The crowd
Vernon Burch, son of E. N. Burch, terrible disappointment
and some
Iowa, brother of John Young, are March 25, 1853, served three years in
went after the deputy, but were re- then dispersed, but Mr. Maguire with who has been visiting in Adams and very protracted and strenuous camlocating
of
thinking
here and are
the Civil war, came to New Mexico
pulsed without any trouble, and left some assistance succeeded in arrest- Harrison counties, Iowa, has returned paigning. Buchanan was a standing
.
j
here.
in 1885.
later vengeance. Late at ing six of the gang and took them to bis home and will spend the sum candidate for years and sought and
threatening
'' It is reported that Tom Llewellyn,
He leaves a wife, Cassandra Van
. ,1 ........ A
1
i
mer on Johnson me a looking after obtained the English mission with the
' n,Kuli i
reiu.ueu uu uprm. to Raton Sunday.
bought
Kan
the
has
Mesa,
Wev. of this itv. and three children.
of Johnson
'
bis father's interests.
view of advancing his presidential
property of Mrs. Dan Young, north of Mrs. Fred Born,, formerly of Raton, '
Between 1889 and 1892
prospects.
- and F.N. Van Wey,
town.
Mr. Hugo Seaberg will soon anc
both of Cali - ,
st-irf14
Mr.
Cleveland
played openly for his
A. 1
Miss Florence Morgan and her fornia. and Mrs. Wrn F. Dinner, of 1
the
addition to
nounce the opening of
cousin, Miss Florence Young, spent 320 South Fourth street, with whom
his hotel, tbe construction of which is third nomination aod won both it and
General Harrison's
several days visiting on the mesa this he made his home and where he
practically completed. Tbe equip- thb election.
was up some years berod
lightning
week.
ment
for
hoiel
the
commenced
to
has
passed away, after a brief illness of
arrive in Raton and the work of in fore 1888, when the lightning struck
Miss Grace Allen, one of our very acute pneumonia, March 18, 1907.
Dorjular school
teachers, was the He had also eight grand children and
stalling it is under way. The formal it, and Mr. McKioley from the time
M. R. Oldham returned from Eliza Mr.B urns went as far as Fort Gar1891 until 1816'
of the opening is ex- he left congress in
announcement
guest of Mrs. Murray from Tuesday and one great grand shild
All hope
bethfokvn last week where he has been land, Colorado, with them.
avowed
was
as
good
as
candidate
an
pected at ao earlier date than was
until Thursday.
Mr. Van Wey was a member of the
Mrs. Burns will regain her health,
for
the
White
House.
months.
few
past
mining
the
teut
photograph
thought possible when tbe work of
The wind blew the
Masonic lodge for a number of years,
Mr. Fairbanks' honorable ambition
Born: In Tacoma. Washington,
down and he is putting up a good and had always lived a consistent
J.O.Gill, of Orro, was up from March 2, 1907, to Mr. aod Mrs. John of equipping tbe hotel was begun to reach the highest honor of Amerithis because of the remarkable time
frame buildiug and will be bttter pre- Christian life.
his ranch last week making arrangewill
undoubtedly
F. Young, a daughter and first child. made by the first car of furniture from can citizenship
pared than ever to make good picThe services were held Wednes ments to resume mining in tbe near
John tried to keep it a secret from Chicago, which came through in seven move him to avail himself of every
tures.
day from the Degner home and were future.
hs Red River friends, but such good days via tbe Rook lsUod system, C. proper aod dignified meaos to further
J. P. Odell has moved his family beautiful in their simple solemnity
E. S. Mytrs, the forest rererve rang- luck will come to the front sooner or
his prospects. He is a strong, safe
which
he
& S. railway and the St. Louis, Rocky
out to the Mitchekl ranch
and were a fitting setting for tbe er for this section, was at Queeta, a
man oi the substantial ana conservlater.
Mountain & Pacific Railway.
bought recently, and Mrs. JValdroup peaceful rest of this man ripe in yean
arrangement
made
few
ago
and
days
ative
sort the people of this country
Sam Bond, assayer and promotor,
has renbrd his house in town and will and in goodness.
to go to that point in two or three
generally
preferred and will rebave
few
a
camp
keep boaiders.
in
was
of Elizabethtown,
His friends are many and his faith weeks.
sooner
or
turn
to
later when the parson
Iron
of
Property
Mountain
.
days this wsek with a Mr. Pand-xterMrs. Tom Williams, of Iowa, is ful and afflicted wife has their tender
ing
bent
for
radical
experiment and
from
two
men
week
more
or
For a
a mining expert of Butte, Montana.
here visiting her husband, who has sympathy, as have his children and
Elizabethtown Changes Hands innovations, bred of a now largely
prospectCerro,
at
been
Boston
have
She
five
a
the
past
number
years.
examine
to
They were here
been here for
grandchildren.
The purchase of the property on complied neJ of a program ol strenuing the mountains adjacent to thut of propertiei and took a number of
will move here to reside permanently
Iron
mountain, owned by Miss Mary ous reforms, is over.
lost
Spanish
for
old
an
looking
place
samples with them to test.
as soon as her children have finished
Model Dairy at Dawson
Joseph Lowery, Mike Reigen
Lynch,
Wbetber the change in the popular
mine which the romancer claims was
their education.
Donncisna Graham, Rheriff of this and' Thomas Bird, by parties con- mood will come in time to make Mr.
Albert M. Van Dyke, proprietor of rich beyond calculation.
county, was io Red River last Satur- nected with and backing the St. Fairbanks as available as be is safe,
Dawson s Model Dairy, has just in
J. W. Reilly, of the Bartlett min- day and served two or three papers Louis, Rocky Mouu'ain k Pacific saue, cleuu and moderate, is h questGreatly Exaggerated.
stalled a hot air engine to pump water
property near the mouth 'of the on parties for failure to pay their railroad means more than the casual ion. There cau be no questiou that a
from his well near the river up to the ing,
From the Raton Range.
river, left lait Saturday
Columbine
reports that the observer may thiuk. The property is restored preference for candidates of
Ira Duckworth was in the city Mon- cow stable, a distance of six hundred for Kansas City, Missouri, to consult taxes. From all
Mr. Graham is shunted on one of the best iron moungaiu,
Prospector
can
the McKioley and Fairbanks typo
Mr.
feet.
business.
day and Tuesday on
are
with
the
company
of
that
parties
officer.
fine
J. E. Young, tains in the West.
making
a
would make for general roufhletice
Mr. Van Dyke was manager of the
Duckworth states that reports conbacking him, io regard to the future of Qnesta, was with him.
The mountain is situated near
and the continuance of prosix-rity- .
cerning the attempted robbery at the lower ranch for the Dawson Fuel Co.
Mr.
development
of the Bartlett.
W.
Joe
and
of
thi
Phipps,
purchase
Jr.,
and
the
D.
.Milwaukee Seutiuel.
started
Cannon
when
he
ago,
until
two
greatly
were
years
Keep
home of Eugene
Reilly was showing us some fine ore are down the river helping survey the property means that tbe railroad wil
exaggerated.
Mrs. Keep suffered his dairy on the old Dawson ranch,
taken from that property.
Looking for Something Good.
line for a ditch which a party or par- soon be extended to that point.
fiotn the rough handling and the and since th it time has been constantbus
to
mountain
They
going
ugh
em
ron
ore
are
Tbe
claiming.
Mr.
left
Burns
are
he
children
ties
P.
G.
enlarging,
at
and
made
ly
a
the
time
has
present
Charles
Colter was looking over
received,
but
blow she
statement that she believed that the has fifty milk cows, nearly all jerseys. Tuesday for Pueblo, Colorado, where take the water from Red River and that would pay to ship, to keep one some ranch properties near Springer
sole purpose of the marauder was Mr. Van Dyke is from Hopwell, New they expect to spend tbe- summer. build a ditch around the foothills for railroad busy freighting it for the lastSuodaj. Mr. i 'olter says , he is
lan l next twenty years. Rd River Pros- looking for souetbing desirable to
robbery. She has recovered wholly Jersey, aod like all Jersey men, a born Mrs. Burn's health has been very poor the purpose of irriga'iug th
farm this spring.
pector.
and she is seeking a lower altitude. around Cerro.
farmer and dairymen.
from the incident.
Post-Dispatc-
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as used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.
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EDITORIAL v

y

Representative Abbott, of Colfax county, has just introduced a
measure in the house donating the
old court house at Springer to the
Sisters of Loretta for use as a convent. The bill was passed by a
vote of 2 to ii, and will now go
to the council. We believe the
bill should pass the council. The
building has long been an expense
to Collax County, without enumeration for anyone. It is a valuable edifice, on an excellent site,
and would be especially adapted
for the purposes of the bill mentioned. The town of Springer
would benefit by the change, and
a noble institution would be
1

that after a careful investigation it
has found that Mr. Barnes was justified in every particular in making
the statements he did. We are absolutely certain that Mr. Barnes interviewed Secretary Garfield and that
the secretary made the remarks accredited to him.
When these dispatches were received the Optic made
an effort to find Mr. Barnes, but unfortunately he was out of the city.
Like all telegraphic news that comes
from regular sources, it was published. That Secretary Garfield used
the words ((tinted in Mr. Barnes' correspondence, there was never a doubt,
but it was quite possible that the talk
was, not intended for publication. But
even this is no longer a matter of
uncertainty. Mr. Barnes had absolute authority to quote Mr. Garfield,
and bis action has since been approved by that official. Las Vegas

WHEN

WOMEN CUARfiEL.

"You know how I despised tier. I
have had my revenge."
"Gracloua, Katherine! I hope you
have done nothing desperate?"
"Yea, I have done my worst."
You haven't
"Merciful goodness!
killed her, have you?"
"No, but listen. I laughed at her

hat."
"My!"
"And

her

waist."

"Gracious!"
"And ridiculed
aklrt."

the

hang of her

"My!"
"And. to make my revenge complete,
I made faces at her baby. Now, who-casay I did not get even?" Chicago
Dally News.
A Faulty Theory.
Do you know what I believe

about
myself?" asked the man with the
mystical eyes and the straggling whiskers.
"No. What do you believe about
yourself?" mechanically asked
the

weary listener..
"I believe that I am the reincarnation of Napoleon." '
"Nonsense! No matter how much
confidence Napoleon had in himself,
he wouldn't have wanted to start In
at the bottom all over again." Judge.

THE CONCEITED COW.

BABY UP TO NOW.
"Oh, for a pair of scales." he said;
"the baby must be weighed!"
Yet none around the place were
found, and all were sore dismayed,
For babies must be weighed at once;
the neighbors must be told,
Yet who would take an infant out, the
weather being cold?

dj HUMERAL LANDS
Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

Cold Silver Copper
ron

-

Our Mining Regulations are very favorable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage andTwho are
prepared to develop the same

Optic.

The appropriation bill, with all
its riders still sleeps in the Council Committee, where it is said a
lot of the barnacles will be scraped
off, and it wiil prubably be steered
back to the house in a more seaworthy condition. Very few people in New Mexico are willing to
accept the bribes offered by the
bill if they have to swallow the

ffl axwell Land GrantCo

-

All Conditions
are favorable to the success of the
District
ivtus

Now, what do you think!
Since
that cow has had her picture painted
by
the artists, she's that stuck-ushe
I lien rose its aged grandpapa and got
won't give any more milk!" File- game;
the
into
undesirable provisions.
gende Blaetter.
He had a scheme to tip the beam with
baby on the same.
Socorro has au improvement associA Hunch.
No plan was his that flickers up and
If you wish to kill time
ation made up of the men and women
Your
is your own.
life
in its weakness fails
But don't botlipr busy men,
of the town and these work together
He'd listen for that raspiifg screech
Leave them alone;
for the the improvement of the city
If some one in knocking,
and get the iceman's scales.
Some ehnp with a will.
Their next
ami its euviroumeot.
If you can't say something
Good
of him keep alill,
work is to be the building of a good
lie iceman m his flannel shut pro
Houston Post.
School
of
Mines
to
adjacent
road
the
tested, but in vain;
Didn't Suit Her.
to the city. Katon needs a public hey weighed that infant on his
The Judge Where's your wife?
improvement association to Icau in
scales and hefted it again.
The Prisoner At home, your honor.
good roads to some ot our scenic spots And, lo! even of the greatest freak
A Desperado.
"Wasn't she subpoenaed also to be
anil to do many other needed public
that on the earth abounds,
"So this Is a typical frontier town,
In court?"
act of improvement lor the city.
mat liatiy tilted ott the scales at
eh? I suppose you have citizens who
"Yes, your honor.'
forty-seve- n
have killed their men?"
pounds!
"Well, why didn't she come?"
Tom W. Lawson writes us from
"There goes one now."
"She heard that a person was not
Dallas News.
"A peaceable looking chap.
How
allowed to talk only when spoken to
Chicago, 111., to look out for Frimany notches has he on hfs gun?"
court,
your
Yonkers
in
honor!"
day the 13th. The next month
He doesn't carry a gun."
AN EVERYDAY SCENE.
Statesman.
"Not carry a gun!"
in which Friday comes on the 13th
"Nope;
he's a doctor." Houston
Pedestrian What's all that fuse
One of Many.
is September, and we dead sure
In that house a wedding?
Mr. De Diute Cawn't I Intwoduce Post.
will look for it. Tom must have about
Resident Xo. A new baby arrived to you my fwlend Arthur Wemtng-tonsomething up his sleeve.
BOTH SICK OF IT.
last night and all the women in the
He is a litewawy man, you
We
to
neighborhood are goiug into ecstasies knaw.
over it.
TOLD THE TRUTH.
of
Miss De Belle Indeed!
mixed
"Who Is that tall man all the women
a
An Indian Territory editor was
Mr. De Dude Aw, yes.
He sent
the Society News a list of the guests
the motto, "We tell the truth," are crowding around?"
fix
a
to
"He Is
the at the last. parity, and the editah ac
minister, come
at the head ! his paper. The other
date for the christening."
cepted it, bah Jove! X. Y. Weekly.
day, however, he was compelled to
"And who is the short man who at
encounter several gentlemen who ob- tracts so much attention?"
Professional.
jected to the truth being told, and as
to
"He is the doctor."
Popkins Speaking of frenzied finana consequence the motto disappeared
"Ah! 1 see. That
fellow, ciers, our family physician's
at the
ami the following was inserted: "Until who Is being pushed out of the way or
top of the heap.
'
ne recover from the injuries recently run over, is the hired man, I pre'
Wllkins He is, eh?
received, this paper will lie just like sume?"
Popkins You bet he Is. When I
"Xo;
he's
the
father."
the rot of them."
called him In to see my little hoy who
J'.nt the greatest factor in the forhad swallowed a nickel he made me
IS A
MAN....
Explaining it.
cough up Z. Chicago Daily News.
mation of public opinion is the press. '
was
too
"It
much
Who taken advantage or opportunities. Some of the greatest Fortune In Amor-leeducation that
It (fathers and publishes
the facts
have been made Injudicious Investments In real estate. They have been mude
landed me here, mum," said the burby meo who were ble to fulhom Into the future and discern the trend
upon which opinions are formed the glar
oí developThe Sinews of War.
to the visitor at the penitentiary.
ments,
.
experiments, the successes and the "1 had an assistant who was born in
"So he was elected, after all?" said
failures of thu-- e in authority ; it crit- Boston.
DAY....
Ono night we had a good the ordinary citizen.
"Easily," replied the politician.
icises and analyzes; it commends and second-storJob, but he queered the
or dollars are seeking investment In New Mexico where the assured
Thousands
"There was so much mud flung at
rate of Income is greater than In any other section of the country.
condemns; it suggeMs and advises; whole thing at the last minute."
I
was
sure
him
he
would
that
he
and it finally records the public view. i "How do you mean?" asked the visCIMARRON
VICINITY....
Indeed, it is said that there are only itor. "Yes; but, you see, he came down
He When we were married I
Is Just now In the eyes of the publica the most promising field of New Mexico
I told him to climb up the
"When
two ways of obtaining the opinion of
you
Judge.
for
investment,
thought
to
of
we
were
dust."
with
lots
are seeking a home In a congenial clime, it you are looking
be two souls with
If
spout, to get the swag out of
for safe returns on Investment, It will pay you to come and look over the situation
the public on political question, and .down
but a single thought.
I can sell you town lots that will double your money In one year. Business men
the spcond story, he said: 'I refuse
who are looking for a location will find at Cimarron conditions that will please
that is through the voice of the press to do anything so paradoxical,' and
She Well, aren't we? Don't we
Similar but Different.
them. Beautllully located, surrounded by Inspiring scenery, with a Urge section
r by a vote at an election.
Now Just then the copper woke up and
'The bare limbs of those trees," be both wish we were single again?
of grailng and farming country as a cl.entage with new development In the
tuln.
Democrat.
Rochester
my
goiug on, me neia is inilcing.
remarked, "bring to
mind pleasant
there are thine who say that news- collared us." Judge.
w,uiiii,i,.u.uu;
1 have for sale a large
rooming
house and restaurant that Is paring 20 oer cent.
of my vacation last
recollection
on an Investment ol M,rK). The buildings are new and occupy three lots. It will
papers are rather dc.ilc-- - in the raw
pay you to investigate.
The Brute.
material of public opinion thin simpShakeipenan Citation.
as
always
Mr.
She
addressed
way?"
him
she
queried.
what
"In
Profits''!- of English Literature-C-an
ers oí Us finished form; that they are
A. HAIMBAUGH
Until he took ceñirán and Kr.
"I spent my vacation at the seayon cite any passage from
But now that they're wed
detectnes who run down and report
"
New Mexicoa
Like hrute he has aald
hore, you know," he explained
opinion more than they instruct and Shakespeare which presages the comThat he wishes to goodness he'd Mr.
Weekly.
ot
I'earson's
the automobile?
guide it, and that they perform the ing
Mutual Sense of Humor.
Freshman Yes, sir. . "Curses not
fumtioii which Gladstone said was iourt
you
getting
on
are
'How
your
with
No Wonder.
but deep."
largely the oi'iu e of the orator; that
titled
Foote Llghte And yon say she
"Better," answered Mr. Cttmrox. can't believe a thing her husband
is, they recen c front the public as
Probably Not
We are both getting so we don't feel says?
mist what they (five back as a shower.
"In her application for a divorce a so much
New Mexico
like laughing every time we
she
Miss Sue Bretle Certainly
They do present to the public, how- flushing woman makes use of 42.000
Washington Star.
each
other."
ee
press
can't! Her husband Is her
ever, the material out of which its Words."
agent! Yonkers Statesman.
Her husband is not going
"Gee!
judgment is formed, and whether
For anything you need in Druga, Medicines or Toilet ArtiAnd They Say Figures Can't Lie.
they record more than they instruct, to contest her action, la he?" Houscles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right
Do you believe
Jones
Is
there
and
Wealth.
Poverty
they do help the multitude to make ton Post.
safety In numbers?
Miss De Pretty I was out riding totip its mind and do give intelligent
Skorcher Sure; whenever I'm ex day with Mr. Swellhead, the editor of
HI. Need.
"vThat you need, my man, Is change ceeding the speed limit, I hang some the Hightone Magazine.
Special attention given to Optical Work, and Satifsaction
expressions to its shapeless mass of
other chap's number on the back of
dim ami halt" formed ideas. Chief of scene."
Always Given
Poor Author (rival suitor) Did he
Spanish Spoken
a)ito!
my
Life.
a
"0e!"
pay for the rig In postage stamps?
Justice Johnston, of Kansas, in
your
is
"What
business?"
Weekly.
Y.
N'.
Capital.
,
A Way to Do It
"I'm a scene shifter at de t'eater."
Dr. Geo. C.
Houston Post,
"He made money by that garbage
The Usual Way.
A WORD ABOUT THE
contract."
your
keep
an
autofather
"Does
GARFIELD INTERVIEW
"Yes; he struck pay dirt." Balti- mobile?"
C. ALFOBD
Not 80 Very Flattering.
Hf 8. MEYER
Kegardlcs of the fart that the inHowell What do you think of Row. more American.
"No; he doesn't keep It. He mereterview given nut by Mr. Will C ell?
repair-sholy borrows It from the
Attorney-at-La- w
His Own Medicine.
Parnés, of this city, in which he quotWell,
Powell
to be perfectly
when it happens to be in running orAttorney-at-La- w
Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block
"What cured Smartly of practical der." Judge.
ed Secretary Garfield, have been de- frank, I don't think he la fit to have
nied by a Washington correspondent, desk room la s dog house. X. y. Jokes?"
"One of them." Detroit Free Press.
A flatterer never seems absurd.
RATON,
NEW MEXICO Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block.
Raton .
(he Optic takes pleasure in saying Press.

For further information write

The Maxwell Land Grant Company j
CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO
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Remsberg Mercantile
"
Company
Wholesale Grocers

?

are prepared

ship immediately straight
anything in Groceries, Flour,
Hay, Grain. Salt, Potatoes. Salt Meats, Lard.

or

run-iiin-

cars

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given our Orders

Raton,
HE

New Mexico
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Cimarron,
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Schroeder's Drug Store
Raton,

To-fiek-

Roberts

lt

Manager

x

PUBLIC

LAND

OPENED TO
ENTRY
Twenty-Eig-

Million

ht

Acres

Released by
Presidential Orders.

Washington, March 12. In a letter
to Secretary Garfield today President
Roosevelt has directed the modification of the orders issued under his
direction last year withdrawing certain lands from coal entry.
Conformably to the president's directions
about 28,000,000 acres of coal lands
will be immediately opened to entry,
with other lands to be opened as rapidly as the geological survey can
make the proper examinations. The
president's letter to the secretary,
dated today, is as follows:
"In view of the reports made by
the geological survey on the character and quality of lands covered by
the orders dated July 26, October 10,
13 and 15, 1906, withdrawing certain
lands from coal entry, and issued under my direction, you are directed to
modify these orders in the following
particulars: All land now reported
by the geological survey to contain
no usable coal shall be immediately
released, also,
"All lands which contain workable
beds of coal and concerning which
the geological survey has sufficient
information available to enable you
to properly classify such lands and
promulgate rules and regulations for
making entry.
"Hereafter other lands shall be
similarly opened to entry as rapidly
as the geological survey can make
proper examination thereof and report to you.
"I am advised that under this order about twenty-eigmillion acres
of coal land will immediately be
opened to entry."

General Cameron

RAZOR VS

at Albuquerque

BREAD KNIFE

Gen. Hugh Cameron reached Albuquerque Sunday and called upon his
old friend and compatriot, Edmund
G. Ross, and the meeting is described
as follows in the Albuquerque Even
ing Citizen:
"It was in the breakfast room oi
the Ross home that the meeting took
place.
Mr. Ross had been told oí
Gen. Cameron's arrival and arose
early to meet him. Tired and worn
out with travel,, the general was a
They inn
little late in awakening.
with each grasping the other by b"tii
hands, and for several moments they
stood face to face and embraced. The
general was glad to see the senator,
and the senator was glad to see the
general. All day they talked over
things that occurred during the trying early days of Kansas. The eccentric man, who makes his home in
a hut and walks most every plate he
goes, told Senator Ross that the people of Kansas, those of them living.
Republicans and Democrats, were
sorry for their mistake in condemning the action of Mr. Ross when lie
voted against the impeachment of
President Andrew Johnson. They
were sorry that they burned him in
effigy, and saw the error of their way
and the wisdom of his, and from a
sadly worn handbag the hermit pro
duced a bundle of letters from prom
inent Kansans testifying to the peni
tence of the Sunflower state and the
righteousness of his pilgrimage.
"Speaking of the incident of Rosa
voting for Johnson, the hermit sa:d:
'Ross was repeatedly warned by vari- not to vote acauiM 11
mis Knns.-inimpeachment. Dan Anthony sent him
a telegram stating that if he voted
Johnson's favor he would be forin K;ms:is.
ever damned politically
In spite of all these warnings Ross
obeyed his conscience and helped
save the Republican party from 111
In return he
everlasting disgrace.
was villified, maligned and ostracized
by the men who should have honored him or his act. Whatever motives Ross had in voting the way he
did certainly were not influenced by
money, as his subsequent life Ikis
shown.' "

Colored Citizens Celebrate
Early this Morning and
a Murder Almost
Results.
Krom the Raton

an Incompetent

Girl"

New Haven, Conn., Murck

H,
"Wanted! Wanted! A thoroughly incompetent girl witb a good appetite
and willing to learn housework. No
objection to her being out all night if
she will keep awake days. Tbe mistress will do most of the work."
This advertisement in a Hartford
paper brought hundreds of answers
from every corner of the state. Letters
have come in an avalanche and been
turned over to the woman who inserted
the "ad."
One applicant wrote: "Dear Madam I reed your ad. in the paper I
think it is lovely for you to want a
lady like meself. I'll come at once
P S. I don't eat much but me 12
children do Many blessings on ye
d
kind lady. Me for yours if your
is good looking."
"I'm sure you must be a died,"
writes another; ''no woman would be
so considerate of the poor working
girls. Have a fine appetite. May I entertain friends in the parlor and play
the piano? . I would like to take lesions."
Still another is willing to consider
offer, but asks for the price to be paid
and if she can have a latch key.

Range.

With a handle of a broken bread
knife in one hand and a palm-wid- e
gash in the other, George Harvey,
colored, an employe at the Mslntosh
restaurant, ran into Marshal Howe on
North First street early Saturday
morning. Harvey had been in trouble.
He was also intoxicated.
Harvey, wko had jagged up during
the night, left the restaurant where
lie is employed, very early this morning, with a bread knife in his baud,
and went to the Spurlock restaurant,
14 North First Btreet, apparently to
pay off a grudge or two. He met
colored, who
William Grigman,
!ai'ds there, and made a few thrusts
at him with the bread knife, which
Grigman
was about a foot .lung.
ay
made his
without injury,
however, and Harvey turned his attention to Henry De GrohT, who was
in bed under cover.
The covers
too
thick for the bread knife
pioved
and after a few vicious
i to penetrate,
thrusts the kuife brose off near the
handle. De Oro ft then got out his
razor, which he had in bed with him.
ready for use, and slashed at his assailant, striking the palm of his hand
and cutting to the bom;.
To be
nlusbed up with his native weapon
was too much for Harvey, and he ran
from tbe building,
encountering
Marshal Howe, who is usually on the
when wanted. Howe arrested De
Uroff at once, and the colored popula
lion all turned out .at Justice Bayue's
rourt at ten o'clock to hear the par
liculars.

A residence or business
house in Cimarron to rent
or sell, and make 20 per

cent on an investment of
from $1.000 to $5,000.
There are twenty applicants to rent every building that is erected. For
particulars, address

'
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Dawson Sports to Have a Mill
Arrangements have been compli tt il
for a prize fight at Dawson, Monday,
March 18th, 1907, between Kid Mallei
of Dawson and Jimmey Jaivcy of
Trinidad, Colo.
The fighters are signed to light
tweuty rounds at 13t pounds ringnide,
for a side bet of $1"000 and gale res
ceipts. Figbt promoter Halvotsen
that it will be the fastest go ver
pulled off in Dawson nnd says the
bouse will be a record breaker.
A bunch of the Trinidad iports will
accompany their man to Dawson and
expect to take the money home. Jar-vewill will arrive in Dawson next
Saturday evening from Trinidad whre
he has been doing his training. There
will be three good preliminaries

Maxwell City
D. N. Jackson went to Kaion on
Wednesday.
Mrs. T. B. Simmons has been
the sick list for a few days.
Wm. Van Bruggen is at J'asanionte
this week, looking after business in
terests there.
Miss Nellie Rogers is better, beiu
able to sit up a short while at a time

pie-dict-

now.

Cimarron,

BRING IN YOUR SAMPLES.
Mclntyre, president of the
Deep Tunnel Mining and Milling
company of Klizabetlitown, is collecting ore to place in cabinets to be
placed in the depots at Raton. The
following letter to the Prospector explains the matter quite fully:
Klizabethtown, N. M.,
February 14, 1007.
Red River Prospector,
A. T.

Red River, X. M.
Dear Sir: I am collecting mineral
specimens from Klizabcthtown and
Red River, to be placed in cabinets,
one at Santa l'e depot and one at the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
depot in Raton, to advertise the Red
River and Klizabethtown mining districts. If the miners of Red River
will donate specimens, labeled, showing what property they are from, they
will he placed in the cabinet just as
they are labeled.
Please bring or
send them to A. T. Mclntyre, and
leave at the postoffice in Klizabethtown.
Hoping the people will see
the good of this and respond quickly,
f am yours truly,
A. T. M'lXTYRE.
Any ore left at the News and Press
ollieo in Cimarron, or handed to
Arthur O'Sullivnn, will be forwarded
to Mr. Mclntyre.

N. M.

J. R. Charette

& Bro.

General Merchandise

Our Motto; "Live and Let Live"
SEASONABLE GOODS

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goo 1s, the kind
usually (sold for $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

85c

S!00 guides

MEN'S BOOTS

in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we Hie selling for

$4.50

MEN'S OVERALLS

Best heavy drill without bins,
the 75c grade we want
you to wear em

Heavy drill bib overalls, worth
$1.25, wearesellinif uer
pair at
75c

FINE GROCERIES

CANNED GOODS

s
Our line of
is well selected, and tbe prices are lowerthan
many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Creamery Butter at .!!5c per pound
Our warehouse is full of
feed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low.
gro-erie-

F. F. Faling came down from Crow
Creek Sunday after Mrs. Faling
ft hose school closed here last Friday-A- .
P. Whiteley and wife spent last
j Thursday
on the Vermejo with Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Ltttrell.
New Mexico
A daughter was liorn on the loth
FOR SALE.
A brand new rooming house and j lust, to Mr. and Mrs. John BraiiRma
Died at Wagon Mound.
J D. McGrath, county surveyor of
restaurant property in Cimarroi 1, is at their ranch home west of here,
Mr.
and
The
friends
of
here.
many
u
ml
now
per
rent
year
Mora county and a resident of Roy,
paying $000
Mrs. E. A. Troutman are sorry to
can be bought for $4,500 cash,
of pneumonia 011 March 14, at
died
i
larn that their only son, V aldo, is the home
vest your savings and make 20
of his mother in Wiuron
CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.
cent interest on your money from the seriously ill with pneumonia at their
M'.'Qrath was under
Mound.
Mr.
f
home in Cimarron.
start besides getting the benefit
Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard
$2,000 Ixjnd to answer to the grand
the increase in the price of real estate.
Jake Mitchell has gone to Taos to
on
jury
the
charge
of
cattle stealing
The company's object in selling is to j take over a load of drummers who do
Room In Connection
put the money into other buildings a thriving business w;th the mer- on a warrant sworn out bv C E
for .the accommodation of i.ew comers chants of that place. Jake drives a Hartley, of Springer. He oleuded
not guilty, and his home paper, the
who are arriving in town every day.
good team and makes tbe round trip
Roy American, sustained him, feeling
For further particulars address Cim
in five days.
arron Lumber company.
he would be cleared of the charge.
Henry Fruth, of Beloit, Wis., ar
ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIfIC RAILWAY COMPANY
rived here Wednesday night ncharg
He that has patience can have
He that speaks much will be much
"Ned" Shirley Not a "Girl."
head of
ufa shipment of
mistaken.
he will.
Colorado Springs, March 9. "Ned"
hogs (pure bred Berkshires) for the
girl
(Hidden ranch. Mr. Fruth expects to Shirley, the pretty
arrested here several days ago on a
t remain on the ranch .
Manuel Valdez has just returned charge of theft, and another of wear4) '
ing boy's clothes in public, Still reMora, whf re he went a week ago
from
4
fuses to chaiiKe her costume for fem011 account of his brother, who was
inine attire. She spends her time in Daily
Wells farg Express
the victim of a serious accident witb a her cell at the county jail reading
team, in which be got a broken leg.
fM Mil
hilíh class literature and smoking cig
Train No. 1
STATION
Train No.
Union
Mrs, W. H. Yonce, and family cf arettes. J he preliminary
hearing has
S.:KI p.m.
RATO
li.W p.m.
tire children, arrived here Thursday been deferred until stu b time as other
Jl.ein....
..Arrive
H p.m
4.ip.in.
il.evei.. ..CLIFTON HOt.SK
Ivcti tíll.IUk.ni.
p.m.
s alleged to have been, commitfrom Appleton City, Mo. They are
Arrlvt.
iMVro
8 l'KI&sTOtf
1.1
i
4.3.1 p.m.
II
in.
30.
in5.1X1 p.m.
Mrs. Ed ted in New Mexico towns can be
KOKHI.KR JI'NCTWN... Arrivt
ILmviw
I the guests of her daughter,
ll.IUK.ni.
5.31 p.m.
flu t.nt.
ArrlVí
U
KoKHLKR
II.
..Arrlen
sadup.
vestigated
Two
and
checked
Mrs.
Yonce
has
Sproull.
sold her
5.4.' p m,
lOJi a.m.
St
"
GOOD GOODS
Learm
5V p in.
j Arrl.cK
10.1 Km.
Missouri farm and expects to locate dles which have been recovered from
41
4.', a.m.
CKUKOfiOHO
;lvwi
Arrlvj
Ú
the gang of which it is said the boy-gi45
CI.M .KHON
Arclire- - .
ii p.m.
Imtm t.'i in.
here,
LOW
claimed
in
was a member are
t CVmneeU with Kl faro A Hotitwextrm Ky. train Vil, nrrlvlnt In iaMin, N'.M.,
John Bell, foreman for Remslierg
10 p.m.
Las Vegas, N.' M.t and a reward of J Cumíenla with Kl i'o A NuntliveKlerr Ky, Train Ni. 131, leavirg llawMjo , K. H..alt
al luaA a.m.
A Co. on their Ute Creek ranch,, was
Hinge for van Houten meeu train, at Premuit, N. M,
recovfor
their
has
been
offered
W. A.OOHMAN.Gen. P.... Airt.
here Friday to receive and brand 105 $5
Katon. New Medro
ery and the conviction of the thief.
steers (yearlings, twos and threes)
Pre-Invento- ry
that had been bought friiin different
Reduc-tio- n
Must Have a Seat.
parties around here. He took them
Every passenger must lie provided
Now
RATON, NEW MEXICO
to the ranch where some of them
The federa
must be dehorned before turning with a seat in Mexico.
Nov.
1906
to tbe
them on their Merino vaHey pastures. government has passed a law
lie ad mil ted
may
no
one
effect
that
Train West Bound
East Bou mi
Dixie.
after a coach is full,

J, R. Cimarron,
Charette

& Bro.

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe

bus-ban-

i

I

I
j

-

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

j

fifty-thre-

e

Passenger

THE BIG

Schedule

i

l,

Cm

lit-f- t

Always the Leaders in
and

1

PRICES

Bias

Sale

1

rl

A. T.

On

S. F. TIME TABLE.

Effective

Sanchez

Cohn Brothers
MERCANTILE

Raton

-

1$

Confirmed.

No. 3

COMPANY.

New Mexico
4

Clark.

. 2 A0 a. in

.

.

BEN fRANKLIN SAYINGS.

Santa Fe, X. M., March i.v The
Xo.l.
governor has nominated and the
council this morning confirmed ALend lium.y and lose friends.
No. 7.
liado M. Sanchez, of Las Cruces, X.
Kverybody bids me good morrow.
M., to be assistant superintendent of Marly to bed aud early to rise
public instruction i.!lcr l'rof. J. K. Makes a man healthy, wealthy ami No 9
v.

ise.

.

.

10.00 a. in

. . . 1 :25

p. oi

3:00 p.

m

R. C.

!f

4th.

1

it filial

No.

8..

.. 5:

So

4

. 8:10 a di

vl 17
Larimore, Atfent
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35 p.m
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A PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE GATEWAY TO THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
o

T.

:

;

:

,

,

unequaled elsewhere in
are never too hot and the winters while crisp and cold at times are full of sunshine. The
streets of Cimarron slope gently to the East and there is "a slightly
more pronounced fall to the South on the avenues so that excellent drainage is assured.
boasts of a

Colfax County, New Mexico, is an old town
a new lease on life since the coming of the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railroad. It lies at
slope of the
the edge of the timbered foothills on the southern
a
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by
located at
spur of that Range. It is most ideally and strategically
Rocky Moun-tain- s
the entrance to the last great pass through the
is
and as if in confirmation of the old saying that "the last
Railway
always best7 the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Company in acquiring this pass have secured the best and shortest
shown its
line of all to the Pacific coast. And the Railroad has
and
appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of Cimarron
selecting it for its
its confidence in the future of the place by
and they
General Headquarters and for the location of its shops,
region which has
have been wise, for Cimarron is the center of a
deposits
every resource one could ask. To the west are extensive
for shipping
of gold, copper and iron ore, which with the facilities
even when
now afforded by the railroad will bring good returns
are
shipped to distant smelters and rich returns when smelters

;

CIMARRON,taken
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Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
locah- the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any
of
water
analysis
ty in the world. Following, is an
.
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
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While it is only recently that regular trains began running into Cimarron, business is such that the railroad
has proven very profitable, and already the town has been
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built at Cimarron
pine
To the North and West, from five to fifty miles, are
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forests with producing mills.
And the largest and finest coal fields in the southwest. The
coke ovens
latter have been developed to the extent that mines and
are producing coal and coke by the train load.
coke,
Cimarron lies midway between the mineral and the
miles or less for each.
with a down hill haul of twenty-fiv- e
thousTo the East and South of Cimarron are hundreds of
application
ands of acres of rich alluvial lands that only need the
of them one
of the water or the skill of the dry farmer to make
with á clay sub-soi- l,
vast garden spot. The soil is a deep sandy loam,
by the
and needs no fertilizing other than that furnished
fruits grown on these
water from the mountain stream. Pomacious
Exposi- lands took the First Prize at the World's Columbian

PiUillllllllllj

work has been commenced on the grading of the streets, a
newspaper has been started, a temporary water system supplying
very excellent water both for drinking purposes and for use in
boilers, as shown by the accompanying analysis by R. W. Hunt &
Co., has been installed. The capacity of this system is sufficient to
supply the needs of the town for a year by which time a new and
permanent system, conveying water, through wooden stave pipes,
from reservoirs in the mountains, will be in operation. Commodious and convenient stock yards have been completed and are in
ue. A freight depot has been erected, and a passenger depot will
be built at once.
The Railroad shops are almost completed. A lumber yard
has been started and is supplying the daily increasing demand for
building material. A construction company capable of putting up
houses, store buildings and other structures on short notice has
been organized for the accomodation of parties who want buildings quick.

An Improvement Company will build houses for those who
with to purchase on deferred payments.
A number of houses have beeen erected and more are
under way but these are snapped up as fast as they can be finished; the demand for houses, already far in excess of the supply is increasing; daily and there is an excellent opportunity
for investment in building houses to rent or sell.
Daily trains carry passengers, freight and express and
will carry the mail in a short time. The railroad runs through
the middle of the town and saloons are restricted to the south
side of the track.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific intersects
three important railway systems which are ten, thirty and
seventy miles from Cimarron, thus affords ample and comprehensive transportation facilities.
A new railroad, the Cimarron & Northwestern, will be built
at once to tap the timber and mining districts of the upper Ponil
and the Southern part of Colorado.
Building material and fuel are abundant and cheap.
There is clay for brick, and limestone for lime. An unlimited
supply of building stone is easily quarried along the line of the
rail road within a few miles of the town. There are tracts of
pine timber as yet untouched which excell any others in the
Southwest. Hundreds of thousands of cattle range on every
side.. Hunting and fishing in the hills and streams nearby is
good. The scenery in the mountains is magnificent and the
country offers every attraction to the lover of outdoor life.

same

tion at Chicago.
land so
In the Taos Valley, forty miles west, on similar
wheat year
the Pueblo Indians have raised good crops of
without the use of
in and year out without rotation of crops and
300 years, and this
any fertilizer other than the water, for over
of .any exhibited
same wheat was pronounced the best in quality,
at the World's Fair in St. Louis.
altitude
To the west of Cimarron the mountains rise to an
mountains flow never
of from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these
of cheap power
failing streams of pure water,' at once sugestive
and of irrigation.
streams
Cimarron lies midway between the sources of these
of the sugar
and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture
healthful counbeet, fruit, alfalfa and grain. It is a beautiful and
both capital
try to live in and the outlook is doubly attractive to
and labor because development has only just begun.
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Automobile Route MEETING FOR
Denver to Coast SETTLEMENT
trom the Raton Range.
Thatcher, who is locating
Q.,ifmntila rnntA
from Chicago and St. Louis to San
fípnver. is in the
via
c!t in few duvR and will stoo here
short time in the interest of his en- terprize.
Mr. Thatcher has a nioRt unique
lraeling outfit, consisting of three
well balanced mules and two coin fort-- ,
able traveling wagons. With this
outfit he has traveled many thousands
of miles, and expects to make a long
journey yet.
It is Mr. Thatcher's purpose to have
blue prints made showing all possible
toutes for motorcars from Denver and
Albuerqueqtie to the coast. Places of
interest on these routes will be ma rked,
and other neaiby points accessible by
horseback will be indicated. Naturally when automobile trafile increases
Chas.

W.

tr.,nr,nntai

GENERAL

CAMERON'S
PILGRIMAGE
Gen. Hugh Cameron, of Kansas, is
now in New Mexico on a visit of importance to
Edmund G.
Koss, of Albuquerque, to carry to him
message from the people of Kansas
Who once bitterly resented his vote
against the impeachment of Presi
dent Johnson.
The Leavenworth
Times thus speaks editorially con
cerning the matter:
"There is scarcely a man living who
dors not feel a thankfulness that An- lrew Johnson was not impeached. It
would have set a precedent that
Would have caused trouble to the end
of the government. Further, it is not
now seriously believed that he needed
impeaching. Andrew Johnson was a
figure of the rtingh and ready. He
Vas a man of string likes and dislikes, lie was every inch a patriot.
This assertion has only been allowed
to be made of recent years, but it is
true. We now know that no man
would have stood as he stood in Tennessee and been disloyal at heart.
lie was loyal to the core.
"As a matter of fact, Senator Ross
rendered to Ihe country a real public
Service in refusing to vote for the impeachment of Andrew Johnson. Had
he done otherwise he would have
caused a revolution. At the state of
the public mind at that time the impeachment of Johnson would have
been followed by a riot of crime. As
sassiuation would have been made re-- 1
fcpectable and the passions would have
held full sway. Hy the firmness and
courage of Senator Ross, the country
Va saved the most fearful fate that

through the mountains, road houses
will be established, and depots for
arasoline. supplies, etc. All this of
course is in the future, but the fact
fairly scintilates that there is roost
beautiful and magnificent scenery in
the Western mountains inaccessible
by railroads which will eooa
to the honk of the gasoline cart. The
automobile has come and come to stay,
all other
and is rapidly
modes of road travel even in the We6t.
An army of thousands of autos is ad
vancing on the West and Mr. Thatch
er is the pioDeer in the task of open
ing a highway for them throgh the
lofty Rockies.
Mr. Thatcher writes the Range that
the above route will pass through
Ratoo and considering this fact it is
hoped that every encouragement will
be given Mr. Thatcher when he comes
toward the permanent locating of the
automobile highway through Raton.
re-ec-

supe-sedin-

would cherish and vote with Johnson.
He voted with Johnson and it was
his vote that saved his impeachment.
Jim Lane had been driven to suicide
because he had done the same thing.
Ross knew what it meant to stand
by Johnson.
"Really, now, was not he brave?
Then why longer harbor that feeling
of resentment that has kept the man
There is no disposition
an outcast.
to make a saint of him, no desire to
canonize him as a savior of the country. It was simply a poor country
editor beset with a situation that puzzled the wisest heads of the country.
He had to act, and he did act. It
was a brave thing to do, but Ross
did it. He acted for his conscience.
He acted right.
"Therefore, we say let the animosities of the civil was period be buried.
We have quit waving the bloody shirt.
We have quit many other foolish
things.
It is now time to do justice
to one of the most maligned men in
If this pilgrimage rethe country.
sults in calling renewed attention to
the brave ntan who was thrust into a
lion's tli'ii without experience with
men or measures. Gen. Cameron will
have performed a distinct public
service."

Charter for New Railroad.
Secretary Filson, of Okluhoma, has
issued a charter to the St. Louis. Oklahoma & Pacific Railroad company to
build a Hue from Viuiia, Indian Ter.
y
r
n.ory, to JJes Moines, isew Mexico,
The road will pass through the Cher
okee Nation, the Osage reservation,
the counties of Kay, Grant, Woods,
Woodward and Beaver in Oklahoma,
and through Uuion county in New
Mexico. The total length will be
about five hundred miles, and the estimated cost is about f24,0O0 a mile,
or a total of $12,000,000.
This makes the fourth new railroad
in Oklahoma which has been chronicled in this department. Others are
the Arkansas, Oklahoma & Northwestern, 2fi0 miles; the Wichita Falls
& Northwestern, 375 miles, and the
St. Lou is, Oklahoma & Pacific, mileage unannounced, making a total of
over 1,200 miles contracted for and
under construction in the budding
state. Railroad Man's Magazine.
-

tould have confronted it.
"Senator Ross made no pretensions
to being a great man.
He was a
country editor, imbued with the spirit
of fair play above the passion of the
times. lie went to Washington with
wily a local reputation. He was expected to line up with his party, or
liis faction, rather, and sink his individuality. Koss saw that Johnson
was being unfairly treated. The American spirit of fair play of which we
boast so much was not on exhibition. Ross confronted a fearful ordeal It was to join the machine,
Mnk his individuality
Are you angry that others disapand vote with
he dominant faction of the Republi- point you? Remember that you
can party, or lose everything a man
depend upon yourself.

r First National Bank
Raton, New Mexico

BES
Cpia

Paid Up

Surplus and Profits (Earned)

tlOO.000
..'

Deposit.....

Old'-h- t
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$800.000

ami Largest Bank in Northern New Mexico.
Safety Dhposis Box-wi- n
Connection.

Depositary for the A, T. & S. P. Ry., St. Louis, Rooky
Mountain At Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Culfax.
Accounts from Merchant, Corporations, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Iuterest paid
on time peposits. If any chxuge is contemplated iu
present luuMng armngemeuts please correspond with us.

C. N. BLACK WELL,

Cashier
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Santa Fe Trainmen Will
Stand Firm for Shorter
Working Hours
There is a possibility that the con
ductors and brakenien over the entire Santa Fe railroad system may
go on strike within the , next few
months, say the Topeka Capital. A
demand of an increase of pay and a
shortening of the working day has
been made by the Santa Fe mem
bers of the Order of Railway Conductors and Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen. This is along with simi
lar demands made upon general managers of forty-nin- e
railroad systems
southwest of Chicago.
The demand which the Santa Fe
men will make will be for 12 per cent
increase over the present wage schedule, and a reduction of the working
day from ten to nine hours. This
decision on the part of the men has
been reached within the last few
days by a referendum vote.
The question of reducing the hours
of working and raising the pay was
under consideration in a meeting of
general managers of railroads and
national officers of trainmen and
conductors in Chicago, 111., recently.
At that time the two interests were
unable to reach an agreement. An
adjournment was taken, so far as the
Santa Fe is concerned, with the understanding that the proposition
which the railroad offered the men be
referred back to every union man on
the system. The railroad company
already had decided to give an increase of 10 per cent in wages and
leave the working day at ten hours
The result of the referer.dum vote on
the Santa Fe as just determined is
given above. The men say they will
agree to no other terms.
On the other hand, the railroad of
ficials say they do not see how they
can atloru to grant tne uemanus
sought, and that they had rather face
a strike than to make such a conces- sion.

There will be a meeting in Chicago
on March 25, at which time the mat
ter will be taken up again and an
endeavor for a settlement of differ
enees will be made.
HILL

H ARRIMAN & CO.

THREATEN

GREAT PANIC

General Contractors

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Cimarron,

Gen'l Manager

N. M.

Originated Basketball.
Naismitb, physical director at the Kansas University at
Lawrence, Kan., is the inventor of
basketball, though it is not generally
known even by the univetsity students. The game was invented by
bim in the winter of 1891 while he was
an instructor in the Y. M. C. A. train
ing school at Springfield, Mass. Only
slight modifications have been made
in the rules of the game as it was
originally promulgated by him. There
never had been a game anything like
basketball before December of that
year, so the sole credit is due to Dr.
Naismith,
His idea for the game was brought
about by the fact that the eighteen
men in training at Springfield became
tired of the gymnastic work and refused to attend the athletic classes
unless something was done to make it
more interesting.
At a faculty meeting the matter was discussed, and al
though it was gien up, Dr. Naismith
set about to invent a game to take the
place of out-o- f door sports. After several failures he worked out thirteen
rules for the game to be played with
an associaton football. These thirteen
rules embody the principal features of
the game as it is played today. Topeka Capital.
Dr. James

Washington, March. 14. President
Roosevelt is apparently concerned
over the railway and financial situa
Creditors have
tion. It is admitted at the White
than debtors.
house that the meeting which he held
with six. members of his cabiuet was
for the purpose of devising ways and
means of meeting the present finan
cial situation as far as it is in the
power of the government to do so,
and to discuss what action should be
taken by him in response to the request that will be made by the four
railroad presidents who are to see
him soon and beg that he issue a reassuring statement to the country in
regard to the administration's attitude toward the railroad companies.
It is said he will probably make a
statement concerning the financial
uncertainty. Secretary of the Treasury Cortelyou saw bim twice y ester
day, and their last interview lasted
until very late at night.
James Speyer, the New York
banker, had an interview with the
president yesterday afternoon in regard to the financial situation. He
returned to New York soon after the
conference ended.
"The secretar y of the treasury an
nounced this afternoon that it it not
at pre ent his intention to fix the date
at which the $30,000,000 deposited in
the depository banks, secured by
state, railroad and muuicipal bouils,
under the terms of the express
of Sept. 27, I'JOti, shall be
returned 10 the treasury."
1 he foregoing official statsmeut of
Mr. Cortelyou, secretary of the treasury, was the uet result of all kinds of
flurries at the White bouse, in executive departments, cabinet conclaves, u
meeting of the president with correspondents, and of the president with
James Speyer, all of which grew out
of tho semi panic in Wall street.
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The Big General Merchandise

Store

Dry Goods
Clothing

Hardware'
Furniture
Groceries
Queensware

Hay and Grain

f.

We Solicit Your Trade

W. BROOKS, MQI

J

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor
I

near rolky;mountain depot

'

Fine Liquors and Cigars
5

5 ?

Cimarron,

Cimarron

LUMBER CO
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders Hardware

CIMARRON
LUMBER Go.
CIMARRON, N. M.
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right to ask, an' If you don't care to

covered. Billy's arms shot over his
head without the necessity of a command.
The men ceased their occupations
and gathered about. Scenes of this
ort were too common to elicit comment or arouse excitement. They
knew perfectly the laissez-fairrelations which obtained between the two

In a moment she appeared In the
doorway at the foot of the stairs with"They're goln' to kill Billy!" broke In out hesitation or fear. She had slipped
Nell with a sob.
on a dress. When she perceived the
By
"Whs.t for?"
state of afta Irs, she brightened almost
"I don't Jest rightly make, out mischievously.
EDWARD
They're after some one, aud they thinks
"Would you Just as soon, ma'am, If
WHITE
Billy's cacheln' him. I reckon it's you. It ain't troublin' you too much, just
Billy ain't cacheln" nothiu', but they
ort of naturally untie Billy?" requestthinks be is."
ed the stranger.
westerners.
"It's me they's after all right enough.
She did so. The hotel keeper stretch"Now," said Black Hank angrily In a
low tone, "I want to know why you Now you knows where I am, why don't ed his arms.
you tell them an' save Billy?"
"Now pick up tbem guns, please."
tried that monkey game."
'
The girl started, but her keen westThe two set about It.
Billy,
wary
MeCLURE
CO.
and
unafraid,
replied
fcf
that
3.
COPYRIGHT
ern
saw
mind
the difficulty at once.
he bad tried no game, that he bad for"Where's that infernal old repro"They thinks Billy pertects yon Jest bate?" bowled Billy suddenly, looking
gotten the tenderfoot for a moment and
about for Charley.
that he did not believe the latter the same."
"Do you love blm?" asked the stranThe patriarch bad quietly slipped
would prove to be the sought for exger.
away.
w--k
iijui.xj one spring or cne eariy eyes on bis plate while she was In the press messenger.
Parties wishing to buy or sell either
"God knows I'm purty tough," con"You can drop them arms," advised
H
One of the men, at a signal from bis
J seventies Billy Knapp ran a room. He perched on the edge of the
Live Stock or Real Estate, will
fessed Nell, sobbing, "but I Jest do the stranger, lowering the muzzles of
species of road house or hotel bench with his feet tucked under him leader, relieved Billy's belt of considdo well to cull on or list their
at the crossing of the Dead- and resting on their toes. Wheu she erable weight Then the latter was that!" And Bhe dropped her head his weapons. The leader started to
property or stock with me
again.
ay
something.
.wood and Big Horn trails through Cus approached, the muscles of his shoulto
permitted
sit on a cracker box. Two
upper
ders
The
stranger
Invisible
and
"You
grew
In
gloom
arms
opt"
cald
Billy,
changing
the
shut
rigid
selecting
Taller.
from
ter
Travelers
with more mounted the little stairs. In a
his own revolvers from the heap.
Proprietor of the Hartlev Meat Market
one route to the other frequently stop embarrassment, causing strange, awk- moment they returned to report that fell silent, considering.
"I'm a purty rank proposition myThe stranger suddenly picked up one
Meats for ule by the quarter
ped there overnight. He sold accoin ward movements of the bands. He an- the upper story cou tallied no human
swered in monosyllables.
inodations for man and beast, comprisbeings, strange or otherwise, except self," said he at last as If to himself, of the Colt's, single action revolvers
at all times
Billy ate expansively and earnestly. the girl, bat that there remained a "and I got a job on hand which same which lay on the floor and, holding the
ing plenty of whisky and plenty of hay,
That was the best any one could say Toward the close of the meal Charley
mall trunk. Under further orders they I oughta put through without glvln' at- trigger back agulnst the guard, exlipped luto place beside him. Charley dragged the trunk down Into the bar tention on anything else. As a usual ploded the six charges by bitting the
,of It. The hotel was of logs, two storied, with partitions of sheeting to In was out of humor and found the meat room. It was broken open and found play, folks don't care for me, and I hammer smartly with the palm of his
sure a certain privacy of sight If not cold.
to coutaln clothes of the plainsman's don't care much for folks, women es- band. In the thrusting motion of this
"
yore soul, Nell," he cried, cut, material and state of wear, a neat- pecial. They drives me plumb tired. I discharge he evidently had design, for
of sound; had three beds and a number
of bunks and boasted of a woman cook. "this yere ain't fltten fer a hog to eat!" ly folded Mexican saddle showing use reckon I dou't stack up very high on the first six wineglasses on Billy's bar
the blue chips when It comes to cash-Iwere shivered. It was wonderful work,
The girl did not mind, nor did Billy. aud a rawhide quirt.
one of the first in the hills. Billy did
In with that sex anyhow, but In rattling fire, quicker than a self cocknot run It long. Ho was too restless.
It was the country's mode of speech
"Teuderfoot!" said Black Hank congeneral they gives me as much notice er even. He selected another weapon.
The personnel of the establishment lhe stranger dropped bis knife.
temptuously.
I don't wonder yo' don't like It.
consisted of Hilly and the woman alThe outlaws had already scattered as they lavishes on a doodle bug. I From a pile of tomato cans he took on
ready mentloued and an ancient Pistol then!" said he with a funny little flare outside to look for the' trail. In this ain't carln', you understand, nary
by the nama of Charley. The latter of anger.
they were unsuccessful, reporting In- bit, but onct in a dog's age I kind of
"Meanln
wore uiuny firearms and had a good
what?" shouted Charley deed that not the faintest sign indicat- baukors for a decent look from one of
I ain't never had no women
them.
deal to say, but hud never, as Billy ex- threateningly.
ed escape In any direction.
"You shore mustn't speak to a lady
pressed It, "uiada good." This in the
Billy knew his man. The tightening folks of my own never. Sometimes I
and
west could not hnve been for lack of that way," replied the stranger firmly of Black Hank's close knit brows thinks It would be some scrumptious
opportunity. Ills functions wcrethosa In his little piping voice.
meant but one tiling. One does not gain to know a little gal's waltlu for nie
They ain't none. They
Billy caught the point and exploded chieftainship of any kind In the west somewhere8.
of general factotum.
One. evening Billy snt chair tilted in a mighty guffaw.
without propping ascendency
with never will be. I ain't. built that way.
"Bully fer you!" he cried, slapping acts of ruthless decision. Billy leaped You treated nie white tonight. You're
against the logs of the hotel, waiting
the first woman that ever kissed me of
for the stage. By aud by It drew In. his kuee. "Struck pyrites" he pro- from his cracker box with the suddenCharley hobbled out, carrying buckets nounced it "pie rights" "fer shore that ness of the puma, seized Black Hank her own accord."
The girl heard a faint scramble, then
of water for the horses. The driver trip, Charley,"
firmly about the waist, whirled him
flung the reins from him with the lordThe girl, too, laughed, but quietly, Into a sort of shield and began an ear- the soft pat of some one lauding on
ly Insolence of his class, descended She was a little touched, though Just nest struggle for the instant possession his feet. Peering from the window,
slowly and swaggered to the barroom this winter she had left Bismarck be: of the outlaw's drawn revolver. It was she made out a faint shadowy form
for bis drink. Billy followed to serve cause the place would have no more of a gallant attempt, but unsuccessful. stealing around the corner of the hoBits, Spurs, Quirts, Navajo
her.
In a moment Billy was pinioned to the tel. She put her hand to her heart
It
Saddle
Blankets, an assortment
In the face of Billy's approval the floor aud Black Hank was rubbing his and listened. Her understanding of
"Luck!" said the driver and crooked
of Flynn Saddles always on
old man fell silent.
abraded forearm. After that the only the stranger's motives was vague, but
his elbow.
About midnight the four Inmates of question was whether it should be rope she had caught his confession that her
"Anything new?" queried Billy.
hand ranging in price from $35
kiss had meant much to him and even
the frontier hotel were awakened by a or bullet.
"Nope."
'
In
anxiety
to
her
she
an
$60.00. Also a new and
felt
Inclination
tremendous racket outside. The stran
Now, when Billy had gono down"Held up?M
ger arose, fully clothed, from his bunk stairs the stranger had wasted no more to laugh. She had bestowed that caress
"Nope."
line oflland-ma'd- e
and
That exhausted the situation. The and peered through the narrow open time at the window. He had in his as she would have kissed the cold end
Silver mounted Bits and Spurs
two men puffed silently for a moment window. A dozen horses were stand possession $50,000 In greenbacks which of a dog's nose.
The men below stairs, after some
at their pipes. In an instunt the driv- ing grouped In charge of a singlo be was to deliver as soon as possible
mounted man, indistinguishable In the to the Buck Tall ageucy In Wyoming. discussion, hail decided on bullet. This
er turned to go.
'
he commitmletl tharply.
"'A'i
"I got you a tenderfoot," he remark- dark. Out of the open door a broad The ueeessary change of stage Unes was out of consideration for Billy's
band of light streamed from the saloon, had forced hiui to stay overnight at standing as a frontiersman. Besides, and tossed It Into the air. Before It
ed casually. "I reckon he's outside."
he had stolen no horses. In order not hud fallen he had perforated
"Guess I ambles forth and sees what wheuce came the noise of voices and of Billy Knapp's hotel.
It twice,
The messenger seized his bag aud to delay matters the execution was and as It rolled along the door he helpfer a tenderfoot It Is," replied Billy, boots tramping a bunt.
hastening from behind the bar.
"It is Black Hank," said Billy, at his softly ran along through the ..canvas fixed for the present time and place. ed Its progresslou by four more bullets
partitioned rooms wherein Billy slept Billy Btood with his back to the logs which left streams of tomato Juice
The tenderfoot was seated on a small elbow. "Black Hank and his outfit
trunk just outside the door. As he held He bitches to this yere snubblu' post to a narrow window which he had al- of his own hotel, his hnnds and feet where they had hit. The room was
ready noticed gave out almost directly bound, but his eyes uncovered. He had full of smoke. The group watched,
bis hat In his hands Billy could see bis occasional.
domelike liald head. Beneath the dome
oihck nans in rue mils woum have Into the pine woods. The window was never lost his nerve. In the short res- fascinated.
was a little pink and white face, and translated to Jesse James farther of oiled paper, aud Its catch baffled pite which preparation demanded he
Then the men against the wall grew
him. Ho knew It should slide bark, told his opponents what he thought of rigid. Out of the film of smoke long,
below that were narrow, sloping shoul- south.
The stranger turned suddenly ener
but It refused to slide for him. lie them.
ders, a flat chest and bandy legs. He
vivid streams flashed toward them,
"Proud?" he concluded a long solilo- right and left, like tho alternating
did not dare to break the paper be
wore a light check stilt and a flannel getic.
quy
to
as
If
the
reflector
the
of
lamp.
cause
of the crackling noise. A voice
"Pon't you make no fight?" he asked
steam of a locomotive's pistons. Smash,
shirt whose collar was much too large
"Proud?" he repeated meditatively. smash, smash, smash, hit the bullet
'.'Fight!"
at his shoulder startled him.
said
Billy,
wondering
for him. Billy took this all In while
"I'll show you," whispered the red "This yero Hank's Jest that proud he's with regular thud. With the twelfth
passing. As the driver climbed to the "Fight! Co'se not. Hank ain't nlun
all swelled up like a poisoned pup. discharge the din ceased. Midway ber
derln me none. He jest ambles along cheeked girl.
eat the
commented.
Ain't every one kin corral a man and tween the heads of each pair of men
She was wrapped loosely In a blan
"Say, Hen," said he, "would you stuff aud helps himself, And leaves the dust
fer It every shot. I Jest lays low and ket, her hair falling alwmt her shoulder git $.10,0i0 without turulu' a hair."
It or put It under a glass case?"
against the wall was u round hole. No
Pluck Hank distributed three men to one was touched.
"I'd serve It a lay Tooloose," replied lets him operate. I never has no deal- - and her bare feet showing beneath her
do
the
business.
were
There
herono
coverings.
The little man suffered at
A silence fell. The smoke lightened
the driver briefly, and he brought his ln's with him, understand. Ho Jest
Will have a ear load of Fruit
long lash 8 shaped across the four star- nat'rally waltzes In and plants his grub once an agony of embarrassment In les. The execution of this man was and blew slowly through the window
necessary
to him, not because he was and open door. The horses, long slues
Trees from Star Nursery
which the thought of his errand was
hooks on what he needs.
I doesu't
tled backs of his horses.
Co., Quincy, III.
::
:;
Billy turned to a reinspectlon of his know anything about It. I'm dead lost. It was recalled to hhn by the particularly angry over the escape of deserted by their guardian In favor of
messenger he expected to capture the excitement within,' whinnied.
girl.
asleep."
( tho
guest and met a deprecating smile.
The
There you are," sho whispered. that Individual lu duo time but In or- stranger dropped the snioUng Colts and
He bestowed a shadowy wink upon
"Can I get a shakedown here for to
der to preserve his authority over his quietly reproduced his own short barshowing him the open window.
night?" he Inquired In a high, piping the stranger.
men. Ho wus In the act of moving reled arms from his side pockets. Billy
Below, the outlaws moved hero and
"Thank you," he stammered painful
voice.
back to give the shooters room when broke the spell at lust.
ly. "I assure you I wish"
"You kin," replied Billy shortly and there.
he heard tho door open aud shut
The above will be on sale on
The girl laughed under her breath.
"Billy!" shouted a commanding voice.
"That's shoot in'!" he observed, with
began to howl for Charley.
He turned. Before the door stood a a sigh.
and after March 1st.
::
right,"
::
heartily.
"Billy
all
she
Knapp!"
"That's
said
That patriarch appeared around the
Tho hotel keeper looked perplexed.
"I owe you that for calling old whisk small, consumptive looking man In a
"The fifty thousand Is outside." said
corner, as did likewise the cook,
light check suit. Tho tenderfoot car- the stranger. "Do you
"Now what's he tollln' me fer?" he ers off his bronc," and she kissed him.
want 'em?"
The messenger, trembling with self ried two short barreled Colt's revolvasked of the man by bis side.
There was no reply.
ers,
one
presented
directwhich
he
of
"Billy," shouted the voice again, consciousness, climbed hastily through
"I alms to pull out on one of these
"come down here, you si wash. I want the window, run the broad loop of the ly at Black Hank.
here broncs of yours," said he. "Billy, tf.
SPRINGER, X. M.
up!"
sharply.
he
'"Nds
commanded
satchel up bis arm and, Instead of
to palaver with you."
he's all right. He doesn't know nothln'
Hank was directly covered, so he about nie."
dropping to the ground, as the girl had
"All right, Hank," replied Billy.
He went to his "room" and buckled expected, swung himself lightly Into obeyed. The newcomer's eye had a
Ho collected the six shooters from
on a heavy belt, then descended tho the branches of a rather large scrub strangely restless quality. Of the oththe floor.
er
Inmates
room
dozen
the
of
eleven
grew
to
near.
She listened
steep stairs.
t oak that
"I Just takes these with me for a
The barroom was lighted and filled the rustle of the leaves for a moment were firmly convinced that the weapon spell," ho remarked. "You finds them.
eye
not
nt
anil
directed
their
leader
with men. Borne of them were eating as be neared the trunk and then, unIf you looks hard enough, along on th'
ami drinking; others were strapping able louger to restrain her curiosity In were personally concerned with themfrail likewise your broncs."
thought
he saw
Black-smithin- g,
provisions luto portable form. Against regard to the doings below, turned to selves. The twelfth
He backed toward the door.
his chance. To the bewildered onlookthe corner of the bar a tall figure of a the stairway.
layin' for the man that sticks
"I'm
As she did so two men mounted. ers there seemed to be a flash and n bis head outen that door," he warned.
man leaned, smoking a man lithe, acInstantaneous. Then things were
"Stranger," called Black Hank as he
tive and muscular, with a keen, dark They examined the rooms of the upper bang
weapface aud black eyebrows which met story hastily, but carefully, paying as before. Oue of the stranger's
neared the door.
pointed
ons
at
Black
still
Hank's
over his nose. Billy walked directly scant attention to her, and dopnrted
The little man paused.
Neatwearing. In a few momeuts they re breast; the second at each one of the
to this man.
"Might I ask your name?"
Only
man,
he
who
the
others.
twelfth
Nell
Is
stranger's
Inquired
"My
trunk.
he
for
the
shortly.
"What
it?"
turned
name Is Alfred," replied the
bad seen his chance, had collapsed forfollowed as far as the stairway. There
"This yere ain't In th' agreement."
latter.
one
to
floor.
ward
the
could
assure
No
Or-de- r.
Black Hank looked chagrined.
"I know that," replied the stranger. she heard and saw things, and fled In himself positively
he had disyou,"
"Then leave yore dust and vamoose." bitter dismay to the back of the house, cerned the slightest that
of
tell
"I've
he
heard
remarked.
motion on the part
Horseshoe-ing"My dust Is there," said Black Hank, wheu Billy Knapp was overpowered.
The stranger's eye ran over the room
of the stranger.
placing bis hand on a buckskin bag at
At the window she knelt, clasping
and encountered that of the girl. He
"Now." said the latter sharply, "one
his side, "and you're paid, Billy Knapp. ber hands and placing her head be- shrank Into himself and blushed.
a time, gentlemen. Drop your gun!"
at
In
arms.
I want to ask you a question.
StandWomen
the
tween her bare
"Good night," he said hastily and dls- ing Bock has sent $50,000 to Buck Tall. west, at least women like Nell, do not This last to Black Hank. "Muzzle , appeared. A moment later the beat of
j hoofs became
The messenger went through here to- weep. But she came near It. Suddenly down. Drop It! Correct."
audible as he led the
N.
One of the men lu the back of the bunch of horses away.
The tenderfoot.
day. Have you Been hi in?"
be raised her head. A voice next her
on
slightly
bis
room
hall
of
stirred
the
In
messenger,"
replied
Billy
"Narry
ber.
an
had
addressed
ear
no
oue
For
spoke.
Instant
Tben
afterblack eyed, red cheeked creature,
Billy exclaimed, "Hank, I
She looked here ftnd there and foot.
to
ward counted by Billy as one of his relief. "Stage goes empty."
"Steady there!" said the stranger. stand pat with you, but youmeans
crept
Charley
the
down
had
around,
stairs
but could discover nothing.
let that
eight matrimonial ventures.
"Here, outside," came the low, guard- - The man stiffened.
kid alono or I plugs you!" Billy was
"Snake this stranger's war bag Into and Into the room.
"Next gent," went on the little man, the only mub armed.
"What 'n blazes you doln yere, you ed voice. "In the tree."
th' shack," commanded Billy. "And,
Indicating
subtly
The
another.
latter
ranlkaboo ljlt?" asked Billy trucu
Then she saw that the little stranger
"Kid, huh!" grunted Hank. "Alfred
Nell, Jest nat'rally rustle a few grub."
from bis first sighting obeyed without hesitation. "Next! Now a kldl I've heard tell of him."
bad not stirred
The stranger picked up a small band lently.
AND- '
you
you.
In the corner."
Now
"What have you heard?" Inquired the
.
That thar stage ain't what you calls place.
atcbel and followed Charley Into the
pIstoN
One
clashed girl.
after another the
"Beg your pardon, ma'am, for starbuilding. When, a little later, he reap- empty," observed Charley, uumoved.
the floor. Not
an lnstimt could a
A light broke on Billy's mind. He re
"He's the plumb best eout'on the
tllug you or for addressing yon at all, toIngle inmate of for
peared for supper be carried the band
the apartment, armed southern trail and the best pistol
shot
hair with him And ntiiroxl It under the membered the valise which the stran which I shouldn't, but"
or unarmed, flatter himself that his In the west," replied Black Hank.
"Oh, never mind that!" cried the girl
bench which flanked the table. After- ger bad so carefully guarded, and.
lightest
They
was
motion
overlooked.
The year following Billy Kuapp, Alward be deposited It next bis hand though bis common sense told hi in that Impatiently, shaking back her hair. So were like tigers on the crouch, ready to
while enjoying a pipe outside. Nat- an Inoffensive uouconibatant, such as deprecating and timid were the tones spring fbe moment the man's guard fred and another man named Jim
Buckley took' across the bills the only
his guest,, would hardly be chosen as that, almost without an effort of the
urally all this did not escape Billy.
lowered. It did not lower. The hud"Stranger," said be, "yo" seems express messenger, still the bare possi- Imagination, she could picture the little dled figure on the floor reminded them wagon train that dared set out that
bility remained.
summer.
man' blushes and bis balf sidling
mhjhty wedded to thot thar satchel."
what might happen. They obeyed.
"Yo're right." be asseuted carelessly; method of delivery. At this supreme of"Step
. "Tes, sir," piped the stranger. Billy
strancommanded
the
back!"
Chilly Mortlas.
norted at the title. "I has some per- thar Is one tenderfoot who knows as moment his littleness and lack of self ger next. In a moment be bad them
The late Sir Richard Jebb, professor
sonal belongings which Is valuable to much of rldlu' express as a pig does assertion jarred on her mood. "What standing In a row against the wall,
of Greek at Cambridge for many years,
you doln' there? Thought you'd vame." He opened the bag and produced of war."
rigid, upright, their hands over their had the saving grace of humor.
"I notice he's almighty particular moosed."
a cheap portrait of a rather cheap lookbeads. Tben for the first time the
Two men of his acquaintance had
"It was safest here," explained the tranger moved from
ing woman. "My mother that was," bout that thar carpetbag of hls'n,"
bis position by quarreled, writes a lifelong friend In
Insisted Charley.
tranger. "I left no trail."
aid be.
the door.
;
St. Jame Budget, then met while skatThe man against the counter bad lost
She nodded comprehension of th
Billy snorted again and went Inside.
"Call her," be asid to Bllly-"- the
ing.
seeue.
denial,
Billy's
nothing
of
the
common
of
this.
tense
The
He bated sentiment of all kinds.
girl."
all looked
'They could hardly have met on
"But, ma'am, I took the liberty of
Civil Engineer
two men sat opposite each other and his hesitation, his balf truth, one
Billy raised bis voice. "Nell I Oh, colder footing," said Jebb when the Insuspicious to him. With
swift peakln' to you because you seems to
Billy
sweep
to
NeJir
had
arm
of
the
wm
be
him.
related
round
cident
be In trouble Of course I ain't got no I
ted cheeked girl. The stranger kept his

Billy's
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LOCALS and PERSONALS

HAT is the happiest period
human life? I am sure,
writes a philosopher, there is
oaly one auswer. It is now. If
fr
I am doing my duty, today is
the beat day I ever had.
J day had a happiness of its own,
and up to this morning it was
the best day of ail. I would not,-however, live it over again. I
string it, as a new bead, on the
chaplet of praise, and tura to
the better work and higher
thoughts of tbi-- i present time.
A
Of all the many days of my life.
i
give me today. This should be
our feeling always, from the eradie to the hur when . we are
called tocóme up higher. Child- hood is best for childhoo), man- hood is best for men, an old
Ex.
age for the silver-hea-

New Piréxico is the

:
P. X. Black returned from Raton water from the river up to the cow
stable. The next time Van has a hot
Friday. '
Chas. Jolgrove drove up to E town air problem to trestle with he ought
to get Charlie Countrymen to help.
Monday.
That is h'u specialty.
y . Mrs. Cbriitie was shopping in Raton
W. S. Ward. Jr. and R. S. Zéigar,
Saturday.
Loth o Denver, Colo.,' at present with
- Alex
IcElroy returned from Las
the location party of the Cimarron
Vegas Monday evening.
and Northwestern in Ponil canyon,
Ira McBride was down from Ute were in to to the dance Saturday
J
Park Saturday to join the new C. M. night.
A. Star lodge.
The members of the C. M. A.. Star
Mrs. A. H. Officer, of Raton, has' lodge gave a picnic to their young
y
keen the guest of Mrs. Oscar Colgrove lady friends in Ponil park Sunday
"for a few days.
JA?
t
afternoon. The young people left
.Hf 7,'
W. S. Merril, foreman of the C. S. town in carriages at ten o'clock Sun!:
hitne ranch, was in town buying sup- day morning.
e'i'i
plies Saturday.
poresigned
his
Henry Pippan has
Justice of the Peace J. S. Wilson sition with the Southwestern Mercan3!
returned Monday, after a three days tile company and left Dawson. Mr.
CimRaton.
at
in
well
known
Pippan was
absence
Boots Fletcher of the C. S. Rauch arron, being a frtquenter of the Satand Billy Howard of the Uracca rodo urday night dances.
Roy Stack employed on. the C. S,
in to town Sunday.
MOST WONDGRFIL COAL
Engineer Mayhall's engine No. 104, home ranch, has been in town this
RESOURCES IN THE WORLD
week
owing
care,
under
doctors
the
Sunday
over
was in the round house
to a bad tooth.
Roy's face was so
undergoing repairs.
(Continued from First Page)
swollen
badly
was
almost impossi
it
of
maintenance
D.
Meriiweather.
J.
ble
for
speak.
to
him
way engineer on the Rocky Mountain,
uliu is 10,000 feet high. During an
1
T. R. Nance received word Monday eruption about fifty years ago it is
was in town Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Bishop and from the La Junta hospital that there slid to have destroyed two villages.
w,
Wm. H.
child were paeseDgers on the Monday is no hope for hia son
'The road runs down the Moreno
Drs.
Finney say
Fellar.
and
Hall
morning train for Raton.
the young man is sinking fast. It is valley, between the Sangre de Cristo
Ross Rulon, formerly wilh tlie
ouly a matter of days.
range ou the west and the Baldy
Rocky Mountain track driver, is makhouse
his
had
has
Colgrove
Oscar
range on the east, with the great
Dawson.
ing a short stay in
moving Wheeler's peak looking down upon it
before
thoroughly
renovated
Neal Conley resigned his position
I
in. The plastering contract doue by
at the round house to take up his Tony Scherer, was completed Mon- fiom an altitude of 14,500 feet. Tbe
cost of building the road was about
father's bufciuess at Springer.
day, making a handsome exterior. 130,000 a mile. It penetrates the Ute
Brop.,
the
Litrell
of
Littrell,
John
The carpenters wiil probably finish Park district, where the famous
leading harness makers of Colfax laying the floor this week.
"Black Jack" gang took possession of
m,ntir wan
... Ratnn Tiiesil;iv.
'
....a in
WUUIJ)
Mondry
A.
arrived
Stark
here
Geo
the gold mines, drove the owners
,
T
T
Lt. l.if
Mr. aim .rs. ira uucsnunu icn i rom Raton to take a position as paint- away, and retained absolute possession
for Raton Monday to attend the dance, er at the round house. The Rocky of them until internal dissensions
I
returning to Cimarron Tuesday.
InMotictsin have two engines, several broke up their compact. Even the
...1 kniiLii hava tlwir nmv
Tk
coaches, and E J. Dead man, the
government itself was powerless to
whittle on, and were tuning it up to
car at the shops wait- force this desperate gang of men to
the standard Monday afternoon.
ing for the painter's bjusb.
give up the mines. Much of this secMr. Joan Letts, general manager of
A big bay team hitched to a water tion of the couutry was once owntd by
the C. S- Cattle Co. left fur Raton wagon, driven by John Kilbridge, ran Maxwell, who, in his day was the
Mouday, via the Rocky Mountain.
away Tuesday, breaking the front largest individual land owner in the
O. II. B. Turner, chief engineer of axle and damaging the tank. The world,
WILES LONO.
the St. Louih, Kockv Mountain & Pa- team were standing near the plauing
Tuesday
evening
whistle
mill
o'clock
when
twelve
Lere
the
cific, arrived
"These mines have leen opened and
The base ball team was called out was bio An- This started the horses. the railroad built principally by St,
The Cimarron athletic club gave a Louis enterprise. There is a market
for practice Monday at five p.iu. They
will be out every day at the same big dance at Aztec hall Saturday in the Southwest for every ton of coal
night. The dance was the most sue and coke that we can produce. The
hour.
in the history of Cimarron. tract of laud controlled by the com
cessful
flying
a
made
Springer Stockman Notes.
Dr. Horatio Walker
9:30
By
rep. m. there were one hundred pany extends along the southern bor
morning,
Saturday
Raton
to
trip
range will so:m be needing
The
turning in time for the dance in the and twenty people in the hall. Many der of Colorado for a distance of thir some moisture.
"
of those who came long distances did ty eight miles.
evening.
NEW
Ruy Littrell was in town from RaJ. van Houten, vice pre ident and
work
in the not arrive until later in the evening
Ira McBride went to
GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.
ton the first of the week.
;he
miuiug
of
manager
general
lxth
Chief Engineer A. G. Allan, of the
ehops Tuesday. Mr. McBride returned
Up
Report comes down from Dawson
and railroad company, has been in St.
Tast week afer a four months visit to Cimarron A Northwestern diove down
Louis for several days conferring with that many cases of measles 'exist
Mr.
Allan
Sunday.
from
the
camp
San Antonio, Texas.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Henry Koehler, Jr., president, and there.
C.N. Blackweu., President
S. Floebshsim, Vice President
The grading will soou comuence was formerly assistant chief on the Vice President Harlan, Mr. van
Max Karlsruher, of J. Appel & Co.,
D.J. Devine, Cashier
on the Cimarron & Northwestern. Grand Trunk, probably one of the Houten lives at Raton, N. M.
Gillespie
W
G.
M. M. Salazar
went down to Roy last Saturday.
R. E. Alldbedge
The contract was supposed to have most difficult pieces of engineering in
NEAREST BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON
The Swastika has been adopted as
world.
were
the
One
men
the
location
its
on
Spring
and
poet
is
here
the
been let last Saturday.
forced to carry everything they owned tbe emblem of the railroad. This is beauties is coming out into the open.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Sloane lost their on
their back, as the brush and tim- the oldest known symbol. It is found
M. W. Mills left Wednesday for
three weeks' old baby last week. Mr,
ber is so thick a horse could not trav- among the ruins of New Mexico, and Chicago on business, expecting to be been 111 the city part of the week,
Sloane's father, R. M. Sloane, is foregood-luccharm
coming down VVednesday.
erse it, after a trail is once cut, dog is in general use as a
absent a week.
man of the C. S. Cow outfit.
N. M.
sleds are used ana tbe men all wear among the Indians of the . present
J. Floersheim, of Roy, who left
Andy Scherrer has made some subFred Whitney has his tennis court anow shoes for six months during the day. It was used centuries ago by
A. L. HARMON, Prop.
his resi here on January 19 for Hamburg,
Dr. Walker, Norman year: they have six feet of snow with the East Indians, tbe Biahnians and stantia improvements about
com pleted.
Germany, to be in attendance at the
dence.
Wilkinaund Mr. Whitney tried the the temperature very seldom up to Buddhists, and was found among the
golden wedding of his father and
Now is the time to plant trees and
court out Sunday afrernoon.
zero.
During the summer months ancient ruins of Persia.
mother, arrived here Monday and
see
people
is
nice
shrubbery.
to
It
The Swastika is a monogmmatic
The new club houe adjoining ths everything is packed in canoes.
went down to his homo at Roy Tuesline.
in
that
figure of four branches, which at half getting busy
day. S. Floersheim, of this city, who
Cimarron Townsite offices is nearly
'
Mrs. L. B. Reynolds and children also made the trip, stopped over in
length bend at right angle, forming
completed; another ten day will see
almost a square. This emblem is used are in the citv from their hone at New York for a cup!e of weeks. Mr.
C. M. A.
its doors thrown open to the public
Floersheim made The Stockman a
on all the company's cars and railroad Dawson on a visit with relatives.
Donald D. Keck left (he general
Mrs. Hawkins, of Raton, visited pleasant call before departing for his
literature.
offices of the Si- Louis, Rocky MounThe C. M. A Star lodge has been
Tables furnished
friends in the eity last Saturday and Roy home.
Hack meets
tain & Pacific Co. to take the position revived with a lot of new members. The Koehlers are . interested in the Sunday. The lady is a dressmaker
with thu best
all trains
Brewery
American
in
St.
Louis.
Mrs. Darl Brown went up to Daw
of agent at the Ute Park station last owing to many of the former members
Special attention paid to tbe traveling
is a lawyer, who and milliner.
Monday,
B.
son
Tbos.
Harlao
having
been
summoned
Monday.
leaving Cimarron during the past came to St. Louis from Pike count v.
Mrs. George Davenport and daugh there on account of the dangerous
public
Dave Cole, one of the most popular two years, the organization baa been
ter Myrtle came down from Trinidad illness of Mrs. Black, who, with her
giasouri, a few years ago.
Sunday on a visit with relatives, re- husband, lived until recently a while
joucg meo in Cimarrou, resigned his allowed to die out. Now, however, the
turning home Monday on No. 10.
position here to go in the auditor's of- rapid grow th of the town has brought
in this city. The lady had contracted
St. Patrick Entertainment.
fice of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain in new material. The association is
Karl Like has been spending same measles, and, in conjunction with her
& Pacific at Raton.
for the purpose of brinpiog its memMr. and Mrs. E. J. Belton enter days out at his ranch making some other condition, her life is despaired
Engineer John Leonard took out a bers together once a week to further tained Saturday afternoon in honor necessary improvements and others of. The friends they made while in
In addition toa of St. Patrick. Each guest on enter- required by the government land this city sincerely hope for the lady's
rpecial of two Rock Island cats and social enjoyment.
of Amer- complete recovery. It is a sad case,
40 miles east of Springer,
E. J. Dvdmao's private cir Monday base ball team, the lodge will give ing, was presented witii a silk Sham laws of these United States
indeed. Yesterday it was learned
ica.
2500 acres for sale. These
tally-hmorning, instead of hi regular run each week a dance,
party or rock. Floral and other contests wore
Mrs. Juan A. Martinez lost that she was improving nicely.
Mr.
and
lands are part of ao estate
similay
passenger.
the
amusement,
some
in,
memthe
engaged
pulling
the honors failing to Miss
an infant child by death at their home
and must be sold. AIko
The musical and dramatic enter
Fred Whitney baa a new stable bers inviting their relatives and Margaret Chi stie, the prize being a on
South Maxwell avenue Wednes- tainment in the opera house ThursniBny other small tracts
and carriage shed under construction friends. Last Saturday the boys had beautiful band painted plute. Dainty day night. Interment was made in
day evening under the direction of
very
new
ball,
a
fast
of
game
practice
The
residence.
of
the
south
and
refreshments
were then served. Those the cemetery cast of the city Thursjust
Mrs. Margaret Dawson, of this city,
tennis court completed last Sunday at each brilliant play their lodge yell: present were Mesdames Griebel, day afternoon.
the music and elocution teacher, was
will separate the house and barn.
Crocker, Duckworth, Brooks, HickThe first electrical storm of 1007 one ol the best and most pleasing
A new five thousand pounu Mosier
Miases
man, Record?,
Margaret in this section occurred on the night held in Springer for many a day. It
Chick
chkk..Ucker
springer; n. m.
aafe baa just been installed in the
Christie, Margaret Cavanaiigh and of tbe 8th and was quite severe for was entirely a home talent producChow, chor, chow
Rocky Mountain depot, roitunately
Nettie Hutchinson.
about a half hour, Some rain accom- tion, and the children and older peoRi ry, rjr
it is handy for Mr. Pelphrey to kwp
panied the Sturm, which enlivened ple participating carried out their
We r lh ljr of I lie C. M. A.
somewhat vegetation that bad started. parts to perfection. Mrs. Dawson is pany, intend to confine
kis plauing mill whistle in at night.
The new members enrolled weie
Very Busy Architect
their efforts
Burton William", lat year Ihot rid-- r Messrs. Ray Whiteman, Con and Joe
James Power and family, who re- deserving of much credit for her to the Roy store, and they expect
A. L, Thompson, who a few years
cently resided on a farm east of this work. The audience in attendance
for the C. S. Cattle Co- - at the Horse Daley, Joe McBride, W. J. nud Ralph
ago was a merchant iu Red River, is city, and who for years lived near was large and very appreciative. The to increase their stock at this place
Shoe ranch, is now foreman at the Vance, E C. and Henry Sherrer, Or
$10,000 in the near future."
now located in North Yakima, Wash- Maxwell City, are now living at
sum of $4575 was realized.
Bruce Dawson ranch, one of the inan Paddock, Clarence Haynes, Sud
ington,
be is very busy
and
that
writes
A. Abreu is not known in this city.
Kas.,
having
moved from
Green,
rauches leased by the Whitney Cut Bishop, Thomas C. Vest, Ike King
DENIES THE SALE.
with his old profession of architect. Rat"ii to that point the first of the
Appel, member of the firm of
Julius
tie Co.
man, Jeun ami r reU lainitert, 1. M. He also states that that is the best present month.
n
of last
The Roy
Appel
& Co., of this city, was seen
J.
up
La l week rreu wtutuey went
Bough, and Geo Brown.
town in all of his rounds. Red River
Robert Hern, the blacksmith, old week contains the following:
with reference to the above item and
to bis Caliente rauch just ubore Daw- Prospector.
"J. Appel & Company last week
timer well known over Colfax ' and
I
t...i
l:
i
denied its correctness, also desiring
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Vre- t.
Mora counties like the highest and sold out their Springer store to A.
M.
A.
Dyke
Van
get
new
friend,
a
bra
will
It
yon
s
just
two
cost
.Poverty often deprives a man of all most prominent mountain peaks, who Abren, of that city. Messrs. Julius The Stockman to state that the firm
.
I
v a
T"i
i:
x ueS'ji air e,igiue
hi woriujj.
a year. Addrtss the Cimarron spirit and virtue. Tis hard for an with his family have been living at Appel, A. Bachararh and M. H. has not sold out, but is yet doing a
baa jut been installed to pump Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
empty ban to stand upright.
Dawson for a couple of years, has Karlsruher, who comprise the com- - good business at the same location.
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of the United States. Colfax
County is the Most Promising
Section of New Mexico. Cimarron is in the best part of
Colfax County.
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Do you Want Land?

Do ydu Want Town Lots?
Do you Want Mining Propetty?
IF YOU DO CAN SERVE YOU

in-la-

If

you Have Property For Sale
can find you a Buyer if you
will list it with me.

you Own a Home, or .other
insurable Property can
sure it.
If
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